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Abstract 

Problems and questions in relation with information security and systems of distance education were studied. 

The issues facing the defense system to protect information have been explained in detail. Issues beyond the scope 

of the software are addressed. For other issues, it was suggested that their solutions methods and solutions be 

included in the functioning of the prepared defense system. 
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The problem of protecting information by con-

verting it so that it can't be read by outsiders. Illegal 

intrusion into software has always been a major prob-

lem for software developers.  

Cryptology (cryptos - secret, logos - science) 

deals with the problem of protection of information 

through conversion. Cryptology is divided into two ar-

eas - cryptography and cryptanalysis. The rapid devel-

opment of cryptographic systems took place during the 

First and Second World Wars. The emergence of com-

puter systems from the post-war years to the present 

day has accelerated the development of cryptographic 

methods [1]. 

In automated systems, protection of information 

by cryptographic methods can be used both to protect 

information processed on a ECM or stored on various 

types of memory devices, and to block information 

transmitted over a communication line between differ-

ent element systems. 

The computer industry also includes ever-evolv-

ing software viruses, from which the whole world suf-

fers. Hackers' continuous attempts to break into vari-

ous networks and systems force them to create stronger 

defenses. These are part of the damage done to soft-

ware developers. Huge financial resources are spent on 

the fight against viruses. No major victory has been 

achieved in this area yet. This is not surprising, as the 

computer industry is developing. In addition, this part 

of the market is a source of high income. An example 

of this is Microsoft, which has grown from a group of 

small developers to a giant company that has been 

making high profits for several years. So, if there is a 

high income, then there are those who want to get a 

part of it illegally. Thus, the protection of information 

is one of the most important problems in the develop-

ment of information technology. 

To develop a protection system, a compiler with 

good mobility of generated code is required. The de-

mand for mobility is conditioned by the resource ca-

pacity of the encryption and decryption algorithms. 

Also an environment with good COM support is re-

quired. It is preferable that the language be object-ori-

ented. Thus, it can help to develop a fairly complex 

polymorphic generator. 

Using the Visual C ++ environment is a natural 

choice. Visual C ++ meets all the necessary require-

ments. Also a library to compress the data is required. 

The most suitable is the ZLIB library. Let's look at 

them separately in order to indicate why such a choice 

was made. Our reviews will include C ++ language, 

Visual C ++ environment, ATL active template li-

brary, ZLIB library. 

The C ++ object-oriented language was estab-

lished as an extension of the C language. C ++ devel-

oped by Bjarne Stroustrup is popular among program-

mers for the following important reasons: 

1. Several accomplishments to the standard C lan-

guage have been made in C ++. The most important of 

these accomplishments is the object orientation, which 

allows the programmer to use the object-oriented par-

adigm of preparation. 

2. C ++ compilers have extensive access, the lan-

guage meets ANSI standards. 

3. Most programs in the C ++ programming lan-

guage have extensive access, the language meets ANSI 

standards. 

4. Most programs in the C programming language 

can be compiled with the help of the C ++ program-

ming language compiler without change or with insig-

nificant changes. In addition, many programmers who 

know the C programming language can gradually mas-

ter the new features of the C ++ programming lan-

guage and start working with its compiler. In this case, 

there is no need to learn a new complex object-oriented 

language from scratch. 

5. Programs in C ++ language usually maintain 

the effectiveness of programs in C language. Thus, C 

++ designers have paid great attention to the efficiency 

of the generated code, the mobility of the C ++ code is 

the most relevant in matters where it has important 

value. 

Many experts consider C ++ language as a free 

language, but in fact C ++ is an advanced object-ori-

ented extension of C. Language enables mixed pro-

gramming using the programming concept of C lan-

guage and object-oriented concept. This can be char-

acterized as a shortcoming. 

C ++ is a relatively new and evolving language. 

The ANSI standard was approved in 1998, and not all 

compilers fully comply with this standard. After that, 

the compilers tried to meet the standards in the lan-

guages created in accordance with this language. De-

spite all this, this language is very popular and wide-

spread. 
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The choice in C ++ language is stopped for the 

following reasons. So the Visual C ++ environment 

will be used, there is no point in giving up the ad-

vantages of the C ++ language, and this program is 

quite complex. For example, exception mechanisms 

may be useful. Another advantage is the ability to use 

intelligent indicators on COM interfaces. These are of-

ten very comfortable. The use of the ATL library im-

plies the need for C ++, as it is written in this language. 

Modern integrated tools for developing Windows 

applications allow you to automate the process of cre-

ating applications. Addition generators are used for 

this. The programmer answers the questions of the ap-

plication generator and determines the features of the 

application - does it support multi-window mode, 

COM technology, three-dimensional controls, infor-

mation system. The generator creates applications that 

meet the requirements and provides the original text. 

A programmer who uses them as a template can 

quickly create their own applications. 

Similar automation tools for applications are in-

cluded in the Microsoft Visual C ++ compiler and are 

called MFC AppWizard. By filling in several dialog 

boxes, you can indicate the characteristics of the appli-

cations and get its texts with extensive comments. 

MFC AppWizard allows you to create single-window 

and multi-window applications, as well as to create an 

application without a main window (instead of a dialog 

panel is used). You can also include support for COM 

technologies, databases, information systems. 

Visual C ++ 6.0 has been selected as the best tool 

for writing in C ++ for Microsoft Windows operating 

system. One of the important factors is that it supports 

utilities such as Visual Assist and BoundsChecker, 

which allow you to create programs quickly and effi-

ciently. The Visual C ++ compiler generates a fairly 

optimized code that is important for the application be-

ing developed [2]. 

The Active Template Library (ATL) is the basis 

for creating small COM-components. New features of 

templates added to C ++ are used in ATL. The original 

texts of this library are included in the Visual C ++ 

project system. In addition, this system includes many 

masters of the Visual C ++ environment. This simpli-

fies the initial stage of ATL-project creation [3]. 

The ATL library provides the realization of the 

key capabilities of COM components. Some lazy pro-

cedures can be avoided by using the ATL template 

class. 

Let's look at some ATL features 

 AppWizard utility for creating the initial 

ATL-project. 

 Object master used to add different types of 

components to a project. 

 Compatible support for major COM inter-

faces such as IUnknown and IclassFactory. 

 Support for user interface transfer mecha-

nism. 

 Support for the basic mechanism of dispatch-

ing (automation) and two-way interface. 

 Significant support for the development of 

ActiveX small control elements. 

The main task of ATL is to facilitate the creation 

of small COM-components. The problem with MFC is 

that it speeds up the development of large Windows 

applications. The small size of the developed protec-

tion module does not require any work with the graph-

ical interface, and therefore it is more natural to choose 

it. 

The ZLIB library describes a small and comfort-

able library in C language. Its purpose is to collect and 

decrypt data. So, if it is distributed in the source code, 

then it will be convenient to use it in the developed 

module. It should be noted that this library is freely 

distributed and therefore will not lead to copyright in-

fringement. 
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